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Application and Test of Web-based Adaptive Polyhedral Conjoint Analysis 

 
Abstract 

 
 

 In response to the need for more rapid and iterative feedback on customer preferences, research-

ers are developing new web-based conjoint analysis methods that adapt the design of conjoint questions 

based on a respondent’s answers to previous questions.  Adapting within a respondent is a difficult dy-

namic optimization problem and until recently adaptive conjoint analysis (ACA) was the dominant 

method available for addressing this adaptation.  In this paper we apply and test a new polyhedral method 

that uses “interior-point” math programming techniques.  This method is benchmarked against both ACA 

and an efficient non-adaptive design (Fixed).   

 Over 300 respondents were randomly assigned to different experimental conditions and were 

asked to complete a web-based conjoint exercise.  The conditions varied based on the design of the con-

joint exercise.  Respondents in one group completed a conjoint exercise designed using the ACA method, 

respondents in another group completed an exercise designed using the Fixed method, and the remaining 

respondents completed an exercise designed using the polyhedral method.  Following the conjoint exer-

cise respondents were given $100 and allowed to make a purchase from a Pareto choice set of five new-

to-the-market laptop computer bags.   The respondents received their chosen bag together with the differ-

ence in cash between the price of their chosen bag and the $100.     

 We compare the methods on both internal and external validity.  Internal validity is evaluated by 

comparing how well the different conjoint methods predict several holdout conjoint questions.  External 

validity is evaluated by comparing how well the conjoint methods predict the respondents’ selections 

from the choice sets of five bags. 

The results reveal a remarkable level of consistency across the two validation tasks.  The polyhe-

dral method was consistently more accurate than both the ACA and Fixed methods.  However, even better 

performance was achieved by combining (post hoc) different components of each method to create a 

range of hybrid methods.  Additional analyses evaluate the robustness of the predictions and explore al-

ternative estimation methods such as Hierarchical Bayes.  At the time of the test, the bags were proto-

types.  Based, in part, on the results of this study these bags are now commercially available.  
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Recent Developments 

 Preference measurement has a long history in marketing.  Firms routinely rely upon various 

forms of conjoint analysis, self-stated importances, and voice-of-the-customer methods to design new 

products, expand product lines, and set segmentation strategies (e.g., Cattin and Wittink 1982; Green and 

Srinivasan 1990; Wittink and Cattin 1989).  Until recently, preference measurement could safely be called 

a mature technology with a rich history of applications, improvements, simulations, and empirical tests.  

However, three recent developments have caused researchers to refocus on this fertile area of research. 

 The first development is a change in the product development (PD) process.  Business-to-

business and complex durable goods manufacturers are adopting consumer-packaged-good methods.  Be-

cause these products are typically complex with many features, PD teams require preference measurement 

methods than can handle more customer needs and provide prioritizations among substantially more fea-

tures (Eppinger 1998; Eppinger, et. al. 1994; Ulrich and Eppinger 2000).  At the same time concurrent 

engineering, rapid web-based product design, and “spiral” processes view preference measurement as 

iterative (Cusumano and Selby 1995; McGrath 1996; Smith and Reinertsen 1998; Tessler, Wada and 

Klein 1993).  PD teams routinely screen large numbers of features, then focus, remeasure, and iterate. 

Accuracy need only be sufficient to separate the winning features from the losing features, shifting the 

tradeoff toward lower research costs per iteration.  PD teams are more willing to sacrifice some precision 

in the measurement of preferences in order to handle more features. 

 The second development is the advent of the Internet as a means to collect data.  Web-based pan-

els with large numbers of respondents provide the potential for very rapid and reliable feedback (Buck-

man 2000; Gonier 1999; Nadilo 1999; Willkie, Adams, and Girnius 1999).  A conjoint analysis study can 

be fielded nationally or internationally in days.  Furthermore, with broadband capabilities, virtual con-

cepts can be created with vivid representations, animation, context-sensitive help, and sound (Dahan and 

Hauser 2002; Dahan and Srinivasan 2000).  In addition, the ability for computation between questions has 

renewed interest in new forms of adaptive questions – questions selected and created for each customer 

based on his or her prior answers.  The Internet has also brought a new set of limitations.  In particular, 

web-based interviewing techniques must address reduced respondent tolerance for answering multiple 

questions.  In central location interviewing, respondents are remarkably tolerant of multiple questions.  

However, the literature and commercial experience indicate much lower tolerance levels in a web context 

(e.g., De Angelis 2001).  In our experience, interest and reliability drop off rapidly after eight to twelve 

repetitive questions. This creates greater demand for conjoint methods that gather more information with 

fewer questions.   

 The third development is the introduction of projective interior-point methods in math program-

ming.  Conjoint analysis has used math programming successfully for almost thirty years (e.g., Srinivasan 
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and Shocker 1973a, 1973b), but its application to question selection is new.  For large problems, optimi-

zation for individual-respondent question selection is a complex, difficult-to-solve problem, which, if 

solved by traditional methods, would lead to excessive delays between questions – a situation that is un-

acceptable to web-based respondents.  The new algorithms search the interior of a parameter space and 

find near-optimal solutions extremely fast (Freund 1993; Kamarkar 1984; Nesterov and Nemiroskii 1994; 

Sonnevend 1985a, 1985b; Vaidja 1989).  This represents a change in philosophy from a primarily statisti-

cal focus, to a focus on feasible heuristics.  These methods do well in simulation, but have not yet been 

tested on real customers.   

 In this paper we evaluate the interior point method recently proposed by Toubia, Simester and 

Hauser (2002).  We use a real product – a laptop computer bag worth approximately $100.  After com-

pleting the various web-based conjoint questionnaires (assigned randomly), respondents in the study were 

given $100 to spend on a choice set of five bags. Respondents received their chosen bag together with the 

difference in cash between the price of their chosen bag and the $100. This data enables us to compare the 

methods on both internal and external validity.  Internal validity is evaluated by comparing how well the 

methods predict several holdout conjoint questions.  External validity is evaluated by comparing how well 

the different conjoint methods predict which bag respondents’ later chose to purchase using their $100.  

We then explore whether there is a question-order effect, whether the performance of the “pure-bred” 

methods can be improved with hybrids that combine components from the different methods, and whether 

alternative estimation methods (such as Hierarchical Bayes) improve internal and external validity.  

 We begin with a brief review of the methods and then describe the research design.  The core of 

the paper reports on and interprets the internal and external validity tests.  We close with a summary and 

discussion of the findings.   

Three Conjoint Analysis Methods 

 Toubia, Simester and Hauser’s (2002) FastPace method adapts questions for each respondent us-

ing that respondent’s answers to previous questions.   Adapting within a respondent is a difficult dynamic 

optimization problem that should be distinguished from techniques that adapt across respondents.  The 

only other approach that we found to solve this problem is Sawtooth Software’s adaptive conjoint analy-

sis (ACA).  In contrast, techniques such as the Arora and Huber (2001), Huber and Zwerina (1996), and 

Sandor and Wedel (2001) swapping/relabeling methods adapt conjoint designs across respondents.   

 We compare the so-called FastPace method with two benchmarks; ACA and an efficient non-

adaptive (Fixed) method.  We also explore hybrid techniques and improvements based on these data col-

lection models.  For this first empirical test, we focus on paired-comparison questions in which respon-

dents provide a metric rating of the extent to which they prefer one product over the other (metric-paired-
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comparison questions) because this is the question format that ACA uses.  This is a common format, well 

suited to the web, standard in the ACA method, and shown to provide interval-scaled preferences (Hauser 

and Shugan 1980; Johnson 1991; Mahajan and Wind 1992; Wittink and Cattin 1989).  We hold the ques-

tion format constant across methods, but recognize that there are many forms of data collection for con-

joint analysis.  Most fall into one of three categories – metric paired comparisons, choice from a set of 

profiles, and ranking or rating of a factorial design of profiles.  Polyhedral methods can be devised for all 

three tasks (suggesting future empirical tests). 

The methods vary in at least two respects: (1) the heuristics that they use to select the product 

profiles that respondents compare, and (2) the manner in which partworths associated with each feature 

are estimated.  In the discussion that follows, we review the design of the product profiles and the basic 

estimation procedures for the three methods. As all three methods are described elsewhere, our review is 

brief (readers seeking additional details should consult the references). We consider alternative estimation 

methods in later sections. 

Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation (FP) 

 Fast polyhedral adaptive conjoint estimation (FP) uses recent advances in interior point methods 

to design questions (product profiles) and estimate partworths.1   Toubia, Simester and Hauser (2002) 

propose two versions to address metric paired-comparison questions and choices from a set of profiles. 

They test both versions using simulated respondents.  Their methods interpret the problem of estimating 

partworths for p different product features as searching a p-dimensional space.2  A point in this p-

dimensional space represents one set of relative importances (partworths) for the features.  The goal is to 

identify the point in the space that best represents the true partworths for an individual respondent.  

 When respondents answer a metric question comparing one or more product profiles, their an-

swers are generally consistent with only a subset of the points in the p-dimensional space.  By eliminating 

points that are inconsistent with the responses, the method is designed to converge to the point that repre-

sents the true set of relative importances.   Responses are more informative if they allow the researcher to 

eliminate a larger subset of the points, thus FP selects questions to quickly reduce the set of consistent 

(feasible) points.  The FP method approximates the current feasible (polyhedral) region using ellipsoids.  

By selecting question vectors that are perpendicular to the longest axis of the ellipsoids, the feasible re-

gion shrinks rapidly (and inconsistent responses are less likely).  We refer interested readers to their pa-

per, where the authors describe the details and rationale for this approach, including methods for model-

                                                 
1 Acronyms are used throughout the paper to simplify exposition.  A complete summary of the acronyms is provided 
in the Appendix. 
2 FP allows the initial space to be constrained by prior information or other constraints.  For features with more than 
two levels or for features that interact, FP simply expands the dimensionality of the space accordingly. 
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ing respondent errors. (Their paper and open-source code are available at the website listed in the ac-

knowledgments section of their paper.) 

 The managerial problem imposed by the recent changes in product development requires esti-

mates of partworths with relatively few questions – often fewer questions than there are features.  This 

means that the researcher must often estimate the respondent’s revealed partworths even though there re-

mains a (hopefully small) region of feasible partworths that are consistent with the respondent’s answers 

to the chosen questions. Based on research that justifies centrality as a criterion (Dawes and Corrigan 

1974; Einhorn 1971; Huber 1975; Moore and Semenik 1988; Srinivasan and Park 1997; Srinivasan and 

Shocker 1973a), FP uses an estimate that characterizes the set of remaining feasible points by the center 

of gravity of the set.  Because it is computationally difficult to identify the center of gravity of a polyhe-

dron, they use the analytic center, which provides an excellent approximation.  The analytical center can 

be estimated with effectively no computational delay between questions.  

 Tests conducted with simulated respondents suggest that the algorithm offers improved accuracy 

over ACA and an efficient Fixed design as long as there are many features relative to the number of ques-

tions. When the number of questions is sufficiently high all three methods have similar performance. 

Toubia, Simester and Hauser (2002) also consider a range of hybrid methods and show that they have the 

potential to improve performance.  

Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA) 

 Prior to FP, Sawtooth Software’s Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA) was the dominant approach 

for adapting questions within a respondent. It has become the industry standard for conjoint analysis 

(Green, Krieger and Agarwal 1991, p. 215).3  Academic and commercial experience suggest that ACA is 

often reliable, accurate, and managerially valuable. 

 The ACA interview consists of four sequential tasks (Klein 1988; Sawtooth 1996).  Respondents 

(1) eliminate unacceptable levels, (2) state the relative importances of improving a product from one fea-

ture level to another (the “self-explicated” questions), (3) respond to metric paired-comparison questions, 

and (4) evaluate a small set of full product profiles on a purchase-intention scale.  The “adaptive” task is 

the third task; the first task is often skipped.  The ACA algorithm uses information from a respondent’s 

earlier responses to provide current estimates of a respondent’s preferences and then designs product pro-

files that are closest in estimated preference, subject to constraints that ensure the overall design is nearly 

balanced and orthogonal. Both the intermediate estimates and the final estimates are based on a modified 

regression that combines the information from the self-explicated (SE) and the metric paired-comparison 

                                                 
3 See also: Carroll and Green 1995; Choi and DeSarbo 1994; Green and Krieger 1995; Green, Krieger and Agarwal 
1991; Huber, Wittink, Fiedler and Miller 1993; Johnson 1987; Klein 1988; Orme 1999; Wittink and Cattin 1989.   
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(PC) data.  The intermediate regression has p+q data points – one for each of p SE responses and one for 

each of q PC responses.  Because the regression always has at least p observations, ACA can provide in-

termediate estimates even after a single PC question. Once the data collection is complete, a logit regres-

sion based on the purchase intention (PI) responses (the fourth task) determines how heavily to weight the 

SE and PC data.  For more details see Green, Krieger and Agarwal (1991) and Sawtooth (1996). 

Fixed Efficient Design 

 To test whether the adaptive nature of the questions improves or degrades accuracy we included a 

“Fixed” benchmark, in which the set of PC questions was chosen in advance.  Every respondent saw the 

same set of questions, although the order of the questions was randomized.  For the Fixed design we used 

an algorithm that uses the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of the information matrix to maximize a D-

efficiency criterion – a criterion that yields profile designs that are as balanced and orthogonal as feasible 

(Kuhfeld 1999; Kuhfeld, Tobias and Garratt 1994).  Because the PC data are metric, the partworths are 

estimated with ordinary least-squares regression based on the q questions.  Regression requires more data 

points than estimated parameters, and so the Fixed method provides estimates only after q exceeds p by 

sufficient degrees of freedom. In later sections we investigate Hierarchical Bayes estimates that do not 

require that q exceeds p. 

All three methods use metric PC questions, but only ACA requires the SE (and PI) questions.  

Therefore, as the accuracy of the SE responses improve, we expect an improvement in the relative per-

formance of ACA.  Consistent with this, Toubia, Simester and Hauser’s (2002) simulations suggest that if 

the SE responses are sufficiently accurate, then ACA outperforms both the Fixed and FP methods.  How-

ever, in their simulations ACA does not perform as well as the other two methods when the SE responses 

are noisy.  

The Across-Subjects Research Design to Compare Methods 

Conjoint analysis represents a product as a profile of its features and price. The preference for a 

product is then a function of the “partworths” assigned to the levels of each feature.  The product used in 

the study was an innovative new laptop computer bag that includes a removable padded sleeve to hold 

and protect a laptop computer.  At the time of our study, this product was not yet on the market so re-

spondents had no prior experience with it.  Subsequent to our research and based, in part, on data from 

our research, the product is now commercially available from Timbuk2 (http://www.timbuk2.com).  

Figure 1 offers a photograph illustrating examples of the bags. 

The bag includes a range of separable product features, such as the inclusion of a mobile-phone 

holder, side pockets, or a logo.  We focused on nine product features, each with two levels, and included 

price as a tenth feature.  Price is restricted to two levels ($70 and $100) – the extreme prices for the bags 
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in both the internal and external validity tests.  For all three conjoint methods, we estimated the part-

worths associated with prices between $70 and $100 by linearly interpolating.  A more detailed descrip-

tion of the product features can be found on the website listed in the acknowledgements section of this 

paper. 

Figure 1  
Examples of Product Category (Laptop Computer Bags) 

 
 

Based on pretests, the features appear to satisfy preferential independence, allowing us to model 

preference for each bag as a linear additive combination of these features (Keeney and Raiffa 1976, p. 

101-105; Krantz, et. al. 1971).  We recognize that in other applications features may have more than two 

levels and may not be separable, discrete, or additive.  The separable nature of the product features may 

also influence the accuracy of the self-explicated (SE) questions used by ACA.  In particular, we expect 

SE responses to be more accurate in categories where customers make purchasing decisions about fea-

tures separately, perhaps by choosing from a menu of features.  In contrast, we expect SE responses to be 

less accurate for products where the features are typically bundled together, so that customers have little 

experience in evaluating the importance of the individual features.  Thus, our choice of separable features 

is likely to favor ACA relative to the FP (and Fixed) methods and, as such, provides a conservative test of 

the FP method (relative to ACA). 

Research Design  

We begin with an overview of the research design and then discuss each element of the design in 

greater detail.  The overview of the research design is summarized in Table 1 and the detailed research 
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design is summarized in Table 2.  Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three conjoint methods.  

After completing the respective conjoint tasks, all of the respondents were presented with the same 

validation exercises.  The internal validation exercise involved four holdout metric paired-comparison 

(PC) questions, which occurred immediately after the sixteen PC questions designed by the respective 

conjoint methods.  The external validation exercise was the selection of a laptop computer bag from a 

choice set of five bags.  This exercise occurred in the same session as the conjoint tasks and holdout 

questions, but was separated from these activities by a filler task designed to cleanse memory.   

Table 1  
Overview of the Research Design 

FastPace Fixed ACA 

FP Conjoint Fixed Conjoint ACA Conjoint 

Internal Validity Task Internal Validity Task Internal Validity Task 

External Validity Task External Validity Task External Validity Task 

 

Conjoint Tasks 

Recall that ACA requires four sets of questions.  Pretests confirmed that all of the features were 

acceptable to the target market, allowing us to skip the unacceptability task.  This left three remaining 

tasks: self-explicated (SE) questions, metric paired-comparison (PC) questions, and purchase intention 

(PI) questions.  ACA uses the SE questions to select the PC questions, thus the SE questions in ACA must 

come first, followed by the PC questions and then the PI questions.  To test ACA fairly, we adopted this 

question order for the ACA condition. 

The Fixed and FP techniques do not require SE or PI questions.  Because asking the SE questions 

first could create a question-order effect, we asked only the PC questions (not the SE or PI questions) 

prior to the validation task in the Fixed condition.4  To investigate the question-order effect we included 

two FP data collection procedures: one that matched that of fixed-efficient designs (FP1) and one that 

matched that of ACA (FP2).  In FP1 the PC questions precede the validation task, while in FP2, the SE, 

                                                 
4 See Alreck and Settle 1995; Green, Krieger and Agarwal 1991; Huber, et. al. 1993; Johnson 1991.  For more gen-
eral discussions of question-order effects, see Bickart 1993; Feldman and Lynch 1988; Nowlis and Simonson 1997; 
Tourangeau, Rips and Rasinski 2000 
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PC, and PI questions precede the validation task.  This enables us to (a) explore whether the SE questions 

affect the responses to the PC questions and (b) evaluate hybrid techniques that combine features of the 

FP and ACA methods.  

Our complete research design, including the question order, is summarized in Table 2.  Questions 

associated with the conjoint tasks are highlighted in green (Rows 1, 2 and 4), while the validation tasks 

are highlighted in yellow (Rows 3 and 6).   The filler task is highlighted in blue (Row 5).  In this design, 

FP1 can be matched with Fixed; FP2 can be matched with ACA.  

 

Table 2 
Detailed Research Design 

Row FP1 Fixed FP2 ACA 

1   Self-explicated Self-explicated 

2 FP                
paired comparison 

Fixed              
paired comparison 

FP                
paired comparison 

ACA               
paired comparison 

3 Internal validity task Internal validity task Internal validity task Internal validity task

4   Purchase intentions Purchase intentions

5 Filler task Filler task Filler task Filler task 

6 External validity 
task 

External validity 
task  

External validity 
task  

External validity 
task 

 

Internal Validity Task: Holdout PC Questions 

We allowed each of the conjoint methods to design sixteen metric paired-comparison (PC) ques-

tions. Following these sixteen questions, respondents were presented with four additional PC questions.  

These four questions served as holdout questions and were used to evaluate internal validity.  This is a 

common test that has been used extensively in the literature.5   

                                                 
5 The number of holdout questions varies, but is generally between two and four questions.  Examples include Acito 
and Jain (1980), Akaah and Korgaonkar (1983), Cattin, Hermet and Pioche (1982), Elrod, Louviere and Davey 
(1992), Green, Goldberg and Wiley (1982), Green, Goldberg and Montemayor (1981), Green and Helsen (1989), 
Green, Helsen and Shandler (1988), Green and Krieger (1995), Green, Krieger and Agarwal (1991), Green, Krieger 
and Bansal (1988), Haaijer, Wedel, Vriens and Wansbeek (1998), Hagerty (1985), Huber (1975), Huber, Wittink, 
Fiedler and Miller (1993), Hauser and Koppelman (1979), Hauser and Urban (1977), Hauser, Tybout and Koppel-
man (1981), Jain, Acito, Malhotra and Mahajan (1979), Johnson, Meyer and Ghosh (1989), Johnson (1999), Lenk, 
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The same procedure was used to design the four holdout questions in each of the experimental 

conditions, and this design was independent of the sixteen questions that the respondents had just an-

swered.  In particular, the product profiles in these four questions were randomly selected from an inde-

pendent efficient design.  There was no separation between the sixteen initial questions and the four hold-

out questions, so that respondents were not aware that the questions were serving a different role.  

Filler Task 

The filler task was designed to separate the conjoint tasks and the external validity task.  It was 

hoped that this separation would mitigate any memory effects that might influence how accurately the 

information from the conjoint tasks predicted which bags respondents chose in the external validity tasks.  

The filler task was the same in all four experimental conditions and comprised a series of questions ask-

ing respondents about their satisfaction with the survey questions.  There was no significant difference in 

the responses to the filler task across the four conditions.   

External Validity Task: Final Bag Selection 

Respondents were told that they had $100 to spend and were asked to choose between five bags.  

The five bags shown to each respondent were drawn randomly from an orthogonal fractional factorial 

design of sixteen bags.  This design was the same across all four experimental conditions, so that there 

was no difference, on average, in the bags shown to respondents in each condition.  The five bags were 

also independent of responses to the earlier conjoint questions.  The price of the bags varied between $70 

and $100 reflecting the difference in the market price of the features included with each bag. By pricing 

the bags in this manner we ensured that the choice set represented a Pareto frontier, as recommended by 

Elrod, Louviere, and Davey (1992), Green, Helsen and Shandler (1988), and Johnson, Meyer and Ghosh 

(1989).   

Respondents were instructed that they would receive the bag that they chose.  If the bag was 

priced at less that $100, they were promised cash for the difference.  In order to obtain a complete rank-

ing, we told respondents that if one or more alternatives were unavailable, they might receive a lower 

ranked bag.  The page used to solicit these rankings is presented in Figure 2.  We acknowledge two trade-

offs in this design.  The first is an endowment effect because we endow each respondent with $100.  The 

second is the lack of a “no bag” option.  While both are interesting research opportunities and quite rele-

vant to market forecasting, neither should favor one of the three methods relative to the other; the en-

dowment/forced-choice design is common to all treatments.  Pragmatically, we designed the task to maxi-

                                                                                                                                                             
DeSarbo, Green and Young (1996), Malhotra (1986), Moore (1980), Moore and Semenik (1988), Orme, Alpert and 
Christensen (1998), Orme and King (1998), Parker and Srinivasan (1976), and Tybout and Hauser (1981).  
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maximize the power of the statistical comparisons of the four treatments. The forced-choice also helped to 

reduce the (substantial) cost of this research. 

At the end of the study the chosen bags were distributed to respondents together with the cash dif-

ference (if any) between the price of the selected bag and $100. 

Self-Explicated and Purchase Intention Questions 

 The self-explicated questions asked respondents to rate the importance of each of the ten product 

features. For a fair comparison to ACA, we used the wording for the questions and (four point) response 

scale proposed by Sawtooth (Sawtooth 1996).  Further details regarding the design of the questions and 

the measurement scales are available in Sawtooth (1996) and by visiting the website listed in the ac-

knowledgements section of this paper (see also Figure 3d).  For the purchase intentions questions, re-

spondents were shown six bags and were asked how likely they were to purchase each bag.  We again 

adopted the wording, response scale, and algorithms for profile selection that are suggested by Sawtooth.6  

Figure 2 
Respondents Choose and Keep a Laptop Computer Bag 
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Subjects 

 The subjects (respondents) were first-year MBA students. Although the subjects had taken basic 

marketing, they neither knew the objectives of our experiment nor had they taken a course in which con-

joint analysis was taught in detail. A total of 360 students were sent an email inviting their participation.  

We received 330 complete responses to the first stage of the study (there was one incomplete response) 

resulting in a response rate of over 91%.  This high response rate reflects the perceived desirability of the 

laptop bag relative to the short time investment required to respond.  Random assignment yielded 80 sub-

jects for the ACA condition, 88 for the Fixed condition, and 162 for the FP conditions broken out as 88 

for the standard question order (FP1) and 74 for the alternative question order (FP2). 

The questionnaires were pretested on a total of 69 subjects drawn from professional market re-

search and consulting firms, former students, graduate students in Operations Research, and second-year 

students in an advanced marketing course that studied conjoint analysis.  The pretests were valuable for 

fine-tuning the question wording and the web-based interfaces.  By the end of the pretest, respondents 

found the questions unambiguous and easy to answer.  Following standard scientific procedures, the pre-

test data were not merged with the experimental data.  However, analysis of this small sample suggests 

that the findings agree directionally with those reported here, albeit not at the same level of significance.   

Additional Details 

 Figure 3 illustrates some of the key screens in the conjoint analysis questionnaires.  In Figure 3a 

respondents are introduced to the price feature.7  Figure 3b illustrates one of the dichotomous features – 

the closure on the sleeve.  This is an animated screen which provides more detail as respondents move 

their pointing devices past the picture.  Figure 3c illustrates one of the PC tasks.  Each respondent was 

asked to rate his/her relative preference for two profiles that varied on three features.  Sawtooth (1996) 

recommends that respondents can handle three features once they are familiar with the task and cites ex-

perience that little benefit is gained by using more than three features.  To provide a fair comparison to 

ACA, we adopted this guideline.  Both text and pictures were used to describe the profiles. Features that 

did not vary between the products were chosen to coincide with the respondent’s choices in the tasks il-

lustrated in Figure 3b.  The format was identical for all four experimental treatments.  Finally, Figure 3d 

illustrates the first three self-explicated questions.  The full questionnaires for each treatment are available 

on the website listed in the acknowledgements to this paper. 

                                                                                                                                                             
6 The six profiles include the most attractive, the least attractive, and four “middling” profiles as determined by the 
respondent’s preferences.  The four middling profiles are chosen to differ most strongly based on partworths as de-
termined by the SE and PC questions. 
7 Due to human-subject concerns, the details of the $100 incentive were described in an introductory screen which 
included other experimental protocols. 
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Figure 3 
Example Screens from Questionnaires 

         
 
 (a)  Price as change from $100       (b)  Introduction of “sleeve” feature 

 

        
 
(c)  Metric paired-comparison (PC) question          (d)  Self-explicated (SE) questions 
 

Test of Internal Validity 

To test internal validity we compare the ability of each method to predict preferences in four 

holdout metric paired-comparison (PC) questions.  For each respondent we calculated the correlation be-

tween the predicted and observed responses across the four questions.  This correlation, averaged across 

respondents in each condition, is summarized in Figure 4.  The correlations are recalculated after each 

additional PC question so that we can observe the incremental accuracy from asking additional questions.   

As an alternative metric, we compared how well the methods predicted which product the re-

spondents favored from each pair.  The two metrics provide a very similar pattern of results and so, for 
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ease of exposition, we focus on the correlation measure in Figure 4.8  To ensure that the FP method is nei-

ther helped nor hindered by question order effects, we evaluate FP in these comparisons using FP1.  In 

later discussion we investigate question-order effects by comparing FP1 and FP2.  

The correlations are within the ranges reported in prior research.  When metric data are gathered, 

correlations of predicted and observed ratings vary from 0.25 to 0.82 and are typically in the range of 0.60 

to 0.75.  For this product category and for this feature set, the adaptive methods, FP and ACA, appear to 

provide reasonable accuracy with far fewer questions than a non-adaptive method.  We examine later 

whether this advantage holds for Hierarchical Bayes estimation. 

Figure 4 
Interval Validity Test – Holdout Pairs 
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For the Fixed method, OLS estimation is only possible after at least eleven PC responses (there 

are ten parameters to estimate).  Although accuracy after eleven questions is lower than the other two 

methods, accuracy improves when additional PC responses are received.  Toubia, Simester and Hauser 

(2002) report simulations suggesting a similar pattern of results using related Fixed models.  They found 

that fixed designs do not do as well as FP and ACA when responses are available for only a small number 

of questions. It is only after the number of questions exceeds 150% of the number of parameters (15 ques-

tions in our experiment) that their Fixed method perform as well as either of the other methods.  Were we 

                                                 
8 There is an additional reason to focus on correlations in the external validity tests. First preference prediction is a 
dichotomous variable and has higher variance than the Spearman correlation which is based on five observations per 
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to ask 20 questions from an efficient design, their simulations suggest that the Fixed method would ap-

proach the accuracy of FP. 

  To evaluate whether the difference in the performance of the three methods is statistically signifi-

cant we focus first on the final estimates using responses to all sixteen PC questions.  The analysis con-

firms that the FP estimates are significantly (p<0.05) more accurate than the ACA estimates. After sixteen 

questions, the Fixed method is also significantly (p<0.05) more accurate than the ACA method, but is not 

significantly different from the FP method. 

 Because our managerial goal was to evaluate the methods for low numbers of questions, we also 

evaluated significance by a method that pools the correlation measures calculated after each additional PC 

question.  This results in a total of sixteen observations for each respondent in the FP and ACA condi-

tions, and six observations for respondents in the Fixed condition.  To control for heteroscedasticity due 

to the question number we estimate a separate intercept for each question number.  The multivariate 

specification also allows us to explicitly control for heterogeneity in the respondent samples. In particular, 

the null model in each condition is that the ten laptop bag features are equally important.  The methods 

each seek to improve on this null model by estimating variation in the importances of the features for each 

respondent.  If, despite the random assignment of respondents to conditions, the responses in one condi-

tion are more consistent with the null model, then the comparisons will be biased in favor of this condi-

tion.  We explicitly control for this possibility by including a measure describing how accurately the equal 

weights (null) model performs on the respective validity measures for each respondent. 

The complete specification is described in Equation 1, where r indexes respondent and q indexes 

the number of PC questions used in the partworth estimates.  The α’s and β’s are coefficients in the re-

gression and εrq is an error term.  The equation is estimated using OLS. 

 

(1)  rqr
q

qqrq tEqualWeighACAFixedQuestionnCorrelatio εβββα ++++= ∑
=

321

15

1

The independent variables are defined as follows: 

Fixed 1 if the respondent was in the Fixed condition; 0 otherwise. 

ACA 1 if the respondent was in the ACA condition; 0 otherwise. 

Questionq 1 if the correlation was calculated using only the first q PC questions; 0 otherwise. 

EqualWeightr Correlation obtained for respondent r with an equal-weights model. 

Under this specification, the intercepts (αq’s) describe the correlations for FP (from the FP1 con-

dition) after each question, while the β1 and β2 coefficients represent the expected increase or decrease in 

                                                                                                                                                             
respondent.  
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this correlation in the Fixed and ACA conditions respectively.  Positive (negative) values for the β1 and β2 

coefficients indicate higher (lower) correlation for the respective method compared to FP. The β1 and β2 

coefficients are presented in Table 3, where we also present findings from a similar analysis conducted on 

the external validity task.  The other coefficients are omitted for ease of exposition.  We also estimated a 

random effects model but there was almost no difference in the coefficients of interest.  Moreover, the 

Hausman specification test favored the fixed-effects specification over the random-effects specification. 

The findings from this multivariate analysis indicate that the FP method is significantly more ac-

curate (p<0.05) than the ACA and Fixed methods in this internal validity task.  There was no significant 

difference in the performance of the Fixed and ACA methods (t=1.60).  We conclude that, based on the 

internal validity tests, the new polyhedral methods (FP) show promise, especially for obtaining reasonable 

estimates based on fewer questions.  We next consider external validity by examining whether FP meth-

ods can be used to predict actual customer choice. 

Table 3 
Multivariate Analysis of the Pooled Data 

 Internal Validity: 
Holdout PC Questions 

External Validity: 
Final Bag Selection 

ACA (β1) -0.127* 

(0.014) 
-0.142* 

(0.015) 

Fixed (β2) -0.093* 

(0.021) 
-0.288* 

(0.021) 

Adjusted R2 0.27 0.23 

Sample Size 3,103 3,213 

Coefficients describing the question effects and the performance of the null (EqualWeights) 
benchmark are omitted from this table. 
* Significant at p<0.05.  Standard errors are in parentheses. 
 

External Validity Test 
 While tests of internal validity are common in the conjoint-analysis literature, tests of external 

validity at the individual level are rare.9  A search of the literature revealed four studies that predict 

choices in the context of natural experiments and one study based on a lottery choice.  Wittink and Mont-

gomery (1979), Srinivasan (1988), and Srinivasan and Park (1997) all use conjoint analysis to predict 

MBA job choice. Samples of 48, 45, and 96 student subjects, respectively, completed a conjoint ques-

tionnaire prior to accepting job offers. The methods were compared on their ability to predict these stu-

                                                 
9 Some researchers report aggregate predictions relative to observed market share.  See Bucklin and Srinivasan 
(1991), Currim (1981), Davidson (1973), Green and Srinivasan (1978), Griffin and Hauser (1993), Hauser and Gas-
kin (1984), McFadden (2000), Page and Rosenbaum (1989), and Robinson (1980).  
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dents’ job choices.  First preference predictions ranged from 64% to 76% versus random-choice percent-

ages of 26-36%.  This corresponds to an improvement relative to random in the range of 50-56%.10   

In another natural experiment Wright and Kriewall (1980) used conjoint analysis (Linmap) to 

predict college applications by 120 families.  They were able to correctly predict 20% of the applications 

when families were prompted to think seriously about the features measured in conjoint analysis; 15% 

when they were not. This converts to a 16% improvement relative to their null model.  Leigh, MacKay 

and Summers (1984) allocated 122 undergraduate business majors randomly to twelve different conjoint 

tasks designed to measure partworths for five features.  Respondents indicated their preferences for ten 

calculators offered in lottery.  There were no significant differences among methods with first-preference 

predictions in the range of 26-41% and percentage improvements of 28%.  The authors also compared the 

performance of estimates based solely on SE responses and observed similar performance to the conjoint 

methods. 

In the related choice-based conjoint literature, Louviere, Hensher, and Swait (2000) compare the 

convergent validity between revealed preference and “stated preference” methods to suggest that, in most 

cases, the two methods measure the same relative coefficients (partworths).  Although this is not predic-

tive validity per se, it does provide evidence that stated-preference questions, such as metric paired-

comparison (PC) questions, provide data consistent with actual choices made by consumers.  Urban and 

Katz (1983) provide further evidence that models based on PC questions, such as their Assessor model, 

predict well. 

Against this background we examine the results from the external validity task in which respon-

dents “purchased” a bag from a selection of five bags. In case their chosen bag was unavailable, the re-

spondents ranked all five bags.  To evaluate the conjoint methods we calculated the correlation between 

the actual and observed rankings for the five bags shown to each respondent. We then averaged these cor-

relations across respondents in each condition.  (Results based on first choice were qualitatively similar.) 

The results are presented in Figure 5, where we again present findings for estimates calculated after each 

of the PC questions.  

                                                 
10 This commonly reported metric is calculated as (predicted – random)/(100% - random). 
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Figure 5 
External Validity Test – Correlation with Actual Choice 
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The findings from this task are similar to the results of the internal validity test.  The FP method 

yields more accurate predictions of the respondents’ bag rankings than either the ACA or Fixed methods. 

When using all sixteen PC responses, the FP estimates are significantly more accurate than both the ACA 

estimates (p<0.05) and the Fixed estimates (p<0.05).  The difference between the Fixed and ACA meth-

ods is not significant. We also compared the methods by re-estimating Equation 1 using the correlations 

from the external validity task.  The findings from this pooled data are reported in Table 3. They reveal a 

similar pattern of results, with FP significantly (p<0.05) more accurate than ACA and Fixed.  In the 

pooled data ACA is also significantly (p<0.05) more accurate than the Fixed method (over the questions 

for which they can be compared). 

 Inspection of Figure 5 reveals another qualitative finding of note.  ACA’s predictive ability ap-

pears to first decrease as a function of q and then increase.  Toubia, Simester and Hauser (2002) and 

Johnson (1987) report similar results when ACA’s SE measures are accurate relative to the PC responses.  

The addition of noisy PC responses initially reduces overall accuracy because the information in these 

responses is outweighed by the noise that they introduce relative to the SE measures.  Eventually, when 

there are sufficient PC responses, the information in these responses outweighs the noise.  

It is also helpful to compare how frequently the different methods identified which bag each re-

spondent most preferred.  After all sixteen questions, FP correctly identified the first preference bag for 
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approximately 59% of respondents, compared to 52% for the Fixed method and 50% for ACA.11  A ran-

dom selection would have predicted the first preference bag just 20% of the time.  These correspond to 

percentage improvements of 49%, 40% and 38% for the FP, Fixed and ACA methods respectively.  These 

percentage improvements are similar to the ranges reported elsewhere in the literature. 

Summary of Internal and External Validity Tests  

 Table 4 reviews the performance of the three methods on the internal and external validation met-

rics based on all sixteen questions.  For completeness we present correlations between actual and pre-

dicted choices together with the proportion of times that the methods identified the respondents’ favorite 

bag (in each task). The findings are remarkably consistent across the two validity tasks and confirm that 

the estimates from the FP method are more accurate than the ACA and Fixed estimates.  Recall that poly-

hedral methods for conjoint analysis were developed to provide reasonable estimates with fewer ques-

tions, especially for web-based questionnaires and for use in the new product development processes.  

Given further development and refinement, it seems likely that researchers will develop polyhedral meth-

ods that can do even better than current FP methods. 

 

Table 4 
Summary of the Performance Metrics 

 ACA  Fixed FP1          

Internal Validity: Holdout PC Questions    

Correlation with holdout pairs *,+ 0.61 0.73 0.79 

First preference *, o, + 0.79 0.87 0.89 

    

External Validity: Final Bag Selection    

Correlation with choice among products *, o 0.52 0.54 0.68 

First preference * 0.50 0.52 0.59 

This summary is based predictions that use all sixteen PC questions. 
* Significant difference (p<0.05) between FP and ACA.  
o Significant difference (p<0.05) between FP and Fixed. 
+ Significant difference (p<0.05) between Fixed and ACA. 
 

Although FP performed significantly better than ACA and the non-adaptive Fixed design, neither 

ACA nor Fixed should be rejected.  Both do well and both have proven valuable in many managerial ap-

plications.  ACA and Fixed have strengths that might allow them to outshine FP in other empirical con-

                                                 
11 FP is significantly better than ACA (p<0.05).  The difference between FP and Fixed is only marginally significant 
(p<0.07). 
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texts.  Moreover, components of these methods might be combined with components of the FP method to 

produce an even better method. In a later section we evaluate opportunities to improve predictions 

through hybrid techniques that draw components from each of the three methods. 

Question-Order Effects – FP1 vs. FP2 

In the comparisons reported in the previous sections there is an important difference between the 

conditions. In the ACA condition, self-explicated (SE) questions precede the metric paired-comparison 

(PC) questions. This was not the case in the FP1 and Fixed conditions and it is possible that this differ-

ence affected the results (recall that we used FP1 in these comparisons). For example, the SE questions 

may tire respondents causing them to pay less attention to the PC questions (e.g., Alreck and Settle 1995). 

If this were true, then question order could explain the improved performance of FP1 (or Fixed) relative 

to ACA. Alternatively, the SE questions may improve the accuracy of the PC questions by acting as train-

ing task. Some researchers have observed a learning or priming phenomenon, in which the SE questions 

help respondents clarify their values, increasing the accuracy of the PC questions (Green, Krieger and 

Agarwal 1991; Huber, et. al. 1993; Johnson 1991). The literature advances several theories that support 

this training hypothesis, including task learning, self-preference learning, memory accessibility, and con-

text effects (Bickart 1993; Feldman and Lynch 1988; Nowlis and Simonson 1997; Tourangeau, Rips and 

Rasinski 2000; Simmons, Bickart and Lynch 1993). Because any “learning” effect might counter the wear 

out effect, the directional impact of question order is an empirical issue.12 By comparing FP1 and FP2 we 

can examine whether or not there is a significant question-order effect. If the effect favors FP1, then we 

can use FP2 to parse the improved performance of FP1 relative to ACA. If the effect favors FP2, then our 

results are strengthened and FP2 becomes the preferred version of FP. In either case, future experiments 

can explore the source of any question-order effect.  

When using all sixteen questions, the predictive accuracy of the FP1 and FP2 conditions are not 

statistically different.  This suggests that there was no measurable wearout due to the SE questions, and 

that by the sixteenth question any warm-up/learning advantage had disappeared.  However, there might 

still be an effect for low numbers of questions.  When we plot FP1 and FP2 for questions 1 through 16 we 

observe that FP2 performs slightly better than FP1 after asmall number of questions (this plot is not re-

ported).  However, when we estimate the performance using a version of Equation 1, the effect is not sig-

nificant for the choice correlations (t = 0.72), the choice hit rate (t = 0.34), and the holdout hit rate (t = 

0.72).  FP2 is significantly better on the holdout correlations (t = 2.48).   

                                                 
12 We might also observe a question-order effect if the PC questions preceded the SE questions or if the choice task 
preceded the SE questions.  For example, Green, Krieger and Agarwal (1991) observe an effect that is consistent 
with PC-affects-SE hypothesis, but Huber, et. al. (1993) do not.  In addition, theories in Allen 1982; Allen and Dil-
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In summary, the evidence is mixed. FP2 performs better than FP1 on all four metrics, but the dif-

ference is only significant for one of these metrics. The evidence that FP2 performs better than FP1 does 

confirm that the favorable performance of FP1 compared to ACA cannot be explained by the question 

order, and is instead due to differences in the question design and/or estimation methods.  

Improving Predictive Performance with Hybrid Methods 

 The term heterosis is used in biology to describe the principle under which genetically-diverse 

offspring of two pure species often have traits superior to either of their purebred parents (Campbell 1996, 

p. 428).  Analogously, there is evidence that combinations of conjoint methods often yield more accurate 

or more efficient predictions than either of the parent methods.13  Successful hybrid conjoint models have 

combined the power of compositional methods, such as self-explicated (SE) questions, and decomposi-

tional methods, such as paired-comparison (PC) questions to produce new estimates.  Empirical tests sug-

gest that both SE and PC questions add incremental information (Green, Goldberg, and Montemayor 

1981; Huber, et. al. 1993, Johnson 1999; Leigh, MacKay, and Summers 1984).  In this context, ACA it-

self can be considered a hybrid.  Although there are instances in which purebred methods either outper-

form or provide equivalent accuracy to hybrid methods, there are many situations and product categories 

in which hybrid methods outperform their purebred progenitors (Green 1984; Wittink and Bergestuen 

2001).   

Alternative Estimation Procedures Using FP Question Selection 

 In this section we hold the FP question-selection method constant and investigate the accuracy of 

alternative estimation methods.  In particular, we consider two different approaches for incorporating self-

explicated (SE) responses into the FP estimates. To do so we focus on responses from the FP2 condition 

in which SE responses were collected. 

In the first approach, which we label Balanced Hybrid, we combine the SE and PC responses by 

minimizing a least squares norm in which both the SE responses and the PC responses are treated as data.  

For p SE responses and q PC responses, the regression has p+q observations.14 This procedure is similar 

to the approach suggested by Sawtooth (Sawtooth 1999) as a modification of the ACA method and is 

                                                                                                                                                             
lon 1982; Bem 1972; Folkes and Kiesler 1991; and Tybout and Yalch 1980 suggest that SEs that follow a choice 
task might be stated to justify choices. 
13 See for example: Akaah and Korgaonkar 1983; Cattin, Hermet, and Pioche 1982; Carroll and Green 1995, Green 
1984; Green, Goldberg and Montemayor 1981; Green, Goldberg and Wiley 1982; Green and Krieger 1995; Huber 
1974; Huber, et. al. 1993; Moore and Semenik 1988; Wind, et. al. 1989. 
14 In particular, for the Balanced Hybrid we minimize the following norm: 
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prior self-explicated partworth estimates, X is the design matrix for the paired comparisons (chosen adaptively), ar is 
the vector of respondent answers to the paired comparisons, I is the identity matrix, and ur are the estimates. 
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similar to the OLS model that ACA uses to obtain intermediate partworth estimates. In the second 

benchmark, which we label FP with SE-based Constraints (FPSE), we introduce the SE responses as con-

straints on the feasible polyhedron that forms the basis of the FP estimation procedure.  For example, if 

Feature 1 is given a higher SE importance weight than Feature 2, we add a constraint to the FP polyhe-

dron such that the partworth of Feature 1 is larger than the partworth of Feature 2. 

Figure 6 
Hybrid Methods Based on FP Question-Selection  
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Figure 6 compares the two hybrid methods to a purebred FP.  Note that all of these methods use 

data from the FP2 condition, so that the only difference between the estimates is the estimation method. 

Because we obtain similar results for both the holdout pairs and the choice of bags, we report only the 

latter correlations in Figure 6.  Based on Equation 1, both hybrids are significantly better (p<0.05) than a 

purebred FP.  Of the two hybrids, FPSE appears to do slightly better than the Balanced Hybrid.  However, 

this difference is not significant. Thus, it appears that both the PC and the SE questions add incremental 

information and that hybrid methods have the potential to predict significantly better than either FP or SE 

alone – at least when the PC questions are chosen by FP.15 These findings are consistent with Toubia, 

Simester and Hauser’s (2002) simulations which suggest that SE-PC hybrids have the potential to im-

prove FP. These findings also suggest that further research on hybrid estimation could improve the meth-

                                                 
15 For q=16 on the FP2 sample, both hybrids and FP perform better than SE alone. Average correlations are 0.71, 
0.69, 0.68, and 0.64 for FPSE, Balanced Hybrid, FP, and SE, respectively. 
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ods further.  However, we must caution the reader that these estimation procedures were tested after the 

data were collected. 

Alternative Estimation Procedures Using ACA Question Selection 

For the ACA questions we consider three alternative approaches for combining self-explicated re-

sponses with the ACA metric paired-comparison responses.  The first two approaches are the same as 

those used in the FP analysis above.  In particular, we apply FPSE estimation and Balanced Hybrid esti-

mation using the self-explicated responses and paired-comparison responses from the ACA condition.  In 

addition, we attempt to improve predictions with Hierarchical Bayes (HB) estimation. HB is based on 

recent developments in the estimation of conjoint-analysis data suggesting that predictions at the level of 

the individual respondent can be improved using data from the population of respondents.  These methods 

use the data from the full sample to iteratively estimate individual-level partworths and do so by con-

straining the distribution of those partworths.  The estimation is based on Gibbs sampling and the Me-

tropolis Hastings Algorithm (Sawtooth 1999).16  Sawtooth’s Hierarchical Bayes algorithm provides four 

alternatives for incorporating the SE data.  Preliminary analysis revealed that the most accurate of these 

alternatives included the SE data as constraints but did not include them in the objective function.  We 

used this alternative, which is recommended by Sawtooth, in our comparisons. 

The predictions based on these hybrid methods are shown in Figure 7.  Based on the multiple-

question statistical tests (Equation 1), all three hybrid methods are significantly better (p<0.05) than the 

purebred ACA.  Thus, for ACA-based questions, it appears that heterosis again improves predictions.  

The findings for ACA HB are particularly interesting in Figure 7.  By using population-level PC data, 

ACA HB performs well after only a single PC question.  However, increasing the number of paired com-

parison responses did not yield an improvement in the accuracy of this technique.  This lack of improve-

ment contrasts with the other hybrid techniques.  As the number of PC questions increases, the Balanced 

Hybrid method, which relies only on data from each respondent, eventually outperforms ACA HB.  We 

caution that this difference is not significant.   

                                                 
16 See also Allenby and Rossi (1999); Arora, Allenby and Ginter (1998); Lenk, et. al. (1996); and Liechty, Ramas-
wamy and Cohen (2001).   
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Figure 7 
Hybrid Methods Based on ACA Question-Selection  
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Alternative Estimation Procedures Using Fixed-Efficient-Design Question Selection 

In the Fixed condition there is no suitable self-explicated data available to combine with metric 

paired-comparison responses. However, even without self-explicated data, Hierarchical Bayes (HB) may 

improve the performance of the Fixed method by using data from the population of respondents to mod-

erate respondent heterogeneity.  HB offers the added advantage that it can estimate individual partworths 

even if the individual has provided fewer PC responses than the number of parameters. It uses informa-

tion from the population of respondents to make up for the lack of individual responses.   

In the ACA HB analysis we used the self-explicated responses to provide starting values. Given 

the absence of self-explicated responses in the Fixed condition, we used equal weights as starting values 

for the importance of the nine product features and randomly drew the starting values for price from a 

uniform distribution.17  Further investigation revealed that the final parameter estimates (although not the 

performance metrics) were sensitive to this random draw.  For this reason, we repeated the analysis three 

times, with different random draws in each case, and then averaged the findings across the three repeti-

tions. 

                                                 
17 If price also had the same starting value the initial covariance matrix would be singular. 
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Figure 8 reports the results obtained for the external validity data when estimating partworths us-

ing Hierarchical Bayes in the Fixed condition.  For comparison, we include the standard Fixed results 

from Figure 5, where the partworths are estimated using OLS. In the absence of an alternative Fixed 

benchmark, we also include the FP1 results from Figure 5. We used Equation 1 to evaluate the signifi-

cance of the difference between the Hierarchical Bayes estimates and these two benchmarks.  The Hierar-

chical Bayes estimates are significantly more accurate than the standard OLS estimates (p<0.05).18 How-

ever, this improvement is still not sufficient to improve upon the FP estimates, which remain significantly 

more accurate (p<0.05) than even the Hierarchical Bayes version of the Fixed method.  

Figure 8 
Hybrid Methods Based on Fixed Question Selection 
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Summary of Hybrid Analyses 

While we are encouraged by these findings, we must be cautious in our interpretations.  The 

tested hybrid methods do well and all add significantly to a product development team’s knowledge of 

customer preferences.  The SE-based hybrids appear to improve predictions, but are based on post analy-

sis of the data in a category where SE questions do well.  It should not surprise us that the addition of ac-

curate SE responses can improve predictive accuracy.   However, before embracing SE-based hybrids for 

all categories, further testing is required in product categories for which SE responses are less accurate.  

                                                 
18 Similar results can be found elsewhere in the literature (cf. Judge, et. al., 1985, Chapter 3).   
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This may include categories where the product is less separable and more holistic and categories where 

the direct scaling of partworths by respondents is difficult.  We expect that such categories exist.  For ex-

ample, in a review of forty-two SE applications, Wilkie and Pessemier (1973) identify 45% with favor-

able results, 33% questioning the basic model, and the remainder mixed. 

HB estimation also appears to perform well and provides an alternative method to obtain individ-

ual-respondent-level estimates with fewer questions than there are parameters.   

Discussion 
Polyhedral methods do well in simulation, but, prior to this paper, they were unproven in empiri-

cal situations. This paper provides initial tests of polyhedral methods in an actual choice involving a new 

product.  We report tests of internal validity and tests of external validity. The internal validity tests com-

prise four holdout metric paired-comparison questions, while the external validity tests represent an actual 

choice from a set of five laptop computer bags.  The internal and external tests are consistent with one 

another and consistent with prior simulations.  In this first head-to-head comparison, the FastPace (FP) 

method appears to improve predictions relative to the benchmarks of ACA and an efficient Fixed (non-

adaptive) design. 

We also tested several hybrid methods that combine separate components from each technique.  

These hybrids perform well and confirm that both the self-explicated and metric paired-comparison ques-

tions contribute incremental information.  Although we recognize that self-explicated questions may be 

less useful in other applications, these findings suggest that hybrid improvements are worth considering.  

The greatest improvement for the FP method appears to be the use of self-explicated responses to impose 

constraints on the feasible polyhedron – a method we have labeled FPSE.  The greatest improvement for 

ACA appears to be a hybrid estimation method (from a previous version of ACA) in which data from the 

SE and PC questions are balanced.  Hierarchical Bayes (HB) estimation also improves ACA with slightly 

better prediction than the balanced method for low numbers of PC questions and slightly lower prediction 

for high numbers of PC questions.    

We also investigated question-order effects.  The findings suggest that asking self-explicated 

questions before metric paired-comparison questions can improve the accuracy of the paired-comparison 

questions.  However, the effect is not very strong.   

In the end we conclude that all of the methods tested appear to perform well on these validity 

tests.  This is good news for the many academics and product-development professionals that rely on con-

joint analysis.  We conclude further that the polyhedral methods appear to have passed their first empiri-

cal test.  The performance of FP and the FP hybrids suggest that further developments based on polyhe-

dral methods have the potential to advance conjoint analysis theory and practice.   
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Appendix 
Summary of Acronyms Used to Simplify Exposition 

 
ACA Refers to both Adaptive Conjoint Analysis and an experimental condition (see Table 2). 

 
ACA HB Hierarchical Bayes estimation using data from the ACA condition. 

 
Fixed Refers to both an experimental condition (see Table 2) and describes a question-selection 

method in which the metric paired-comparison questions are chosen by a non-adaptive D-
efficient experimental design. 
 

FP Fast Polyhedral Adaptive Conjoint Estimation (FastPace). 
 

FP1 Refers to both an experimental condition (see Table 2) and FastPace estimated using data from 
that condition.  In the FP1 (and Fixed) conditions, the SE and PI questions are not collected 
prior to the external validity task. 
 

FP2 Refers to both an experimental condition (see Table 2) and FastPace estimated using data from 
that condition.  In FP2 (and ACA) conditions, the SE and PI questions are collected prior to the 
external validity task. 
 

FPSE FastPace with Self Explicated constraints. 
 

HB Hierarchical Bayes. 
 

PC Metric Paired-Comparison Questions.  The respondent provides a rating to indicate his or her 
strength of preference between two alternatives.  All tested methods use PCs. 
 

PD Product Development. 
 

PI Purchase Intention Questions.  These questions are used in standard ACA applications.  They 
are only collected in the ACA and FP2 conditions prior to the external validity task. 
 

SE Self-Explicated Questions.  The respondent states the importance of a feature directly.  They are 
only collected in the ACA and FP2 conditions prior to the external validity task. 
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